PATCH # 013

DOCUMENT: Fresh Electronic Inspection Reporting/Resource System (FEIRS) electronic programs revision

REMARKS: Greenhouse Tomatoes automatically reporting color in FEIRS

The FEIRS module for Greenhouse Tomatoes automatically reports color. Color is not to be reported for Greenhouse Tomatoes unless it is requested by the applicant. To address this issue, follow the guidance below until FEIRS reprogramming can correct the module.

Before the completion of an inspection for Greenhouse Tomatoes on a FEIRS FV-E300 when the color was not requested to be reported by the applicant go to the “LOT SUMMARY” tab and uncheck the “COLOR” box under “LOT DESCRIPTION.”
Explain the change as “To remove color statement” and click “OK.”

When completed, go to the “CERTIFICATE PREVIEW” tab and review the “LOT DESC:” The color statement should be gone.

This PATCH represents official guidance. This PATCH is scheduled to be incorporated into the document listed on the first page. After incorporation into the document listed above this PATCH will become obsolete.
When color is requested by the applicant to be reported, leave the “COLOR” box checked and add a remark statement in either the “SUMMARY” or “LOT SUMMARY” remark fields that states “Color reported using color classification in the U.S. Standards for Grades of Fresh Tomatoes at applicant’s request”